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PROBLEM

METHODS

RESULTS

Does the complexity and increased operative time of complex
robotic pancreatic surgery have an impact on patient outcomes?

Single-center retrospective review of robotic pancreatic cases
performed from 2017-2019. Operative indications, final
pathologic diagnosis, operative time, console time, conversion
rate, operative decision making leading to conversion,
hospital/ICU LOS, and perioperative complications were
evaluated.

For pancreaticoduodenectomy (whipple) operations, there was a significantly increased console time and total
operating room time compared to both open and converted cases. However, there was no difference in either the
number or severity of post-operative complications.
For distal pancreatectomy/splenectomy, there was an increased console time for completed cases compared to
converted, but no significant difference in total operating room time. Total operating room time for planned open cases
was longer and was reflective of more complex/adjacent organ resections.
There was no significant difference in either margin positivity or nodal harvest for completed robotic, converted robotic,
or open robotic cases.

BACKGROUND
Evaluation of the feasibility and safety of robotic pancreatic
surgery is important as indications for both benign and
malignant robot surgery expands. Due to the complexity of these
operations, many patients require conversion.

OBJECTIVE

CONCLUSIONS
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Determine if approaching complex pancreatic operations with a
minimally invasive approach puts patients at risk of significantly
longer operating room times, and if this translated into clinically
relevant complications if these cases then went on to require
conversion compared to completed robotic cases or traditional
open surgery.

A robotic approach to complex pancreatic surgery does not
result in a higher or differing complication risk profile to either
cases that require conversion or to traditional open surgery.
While there is an increase in total operating room time for more
whipple operations, this does not appear to be clinically relevant
in our institution’s experience.
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